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This book provides an overview of the ICRC’s role in different weapon 
contamination contexts, and guidance on how to assess the needs and develop 
appropriate strategies and objectives
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The International Committee of the Red Cross is an impartial, neutral and independent 
organization whose exclusively humanitarian mission is to protect the lives and dignity 
of victims of war and internal violence and to provide them with assistance. It directs 
and coordinates the international relief activities conducted by the Movement in 
situations of conflict. It also endeavours to prevent suffering by promoting and 
strengthening humanitarian law and universal humanitarian principles. Established in 
1863, the ICRC is at the origin of the International Red Cross and Red Crescent 
Movement.
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Preface

This manual has been written to act as the ICRC’s institutional reference and to provide 
guidance for those working in weapon-contaminated areas. This includes to a greater 
or lesser extent any situation where the persisting presence of contamination continues 
to impact people physically, socially or economically.

The manual consists of three books and is based on the “Preventive Mine Action 
Operations Framework”, approved by the ICRC in 2005. It outlines a broad and flexible 
approach which includes rapid response, multisectoral approach (the application of 
assistance and protection to reduce impact) and cooperation/capacity building.

This manual was primarily written by Ben Lark and Lena Eskeland with important 
contributions from many people working both at headquarters and in the field, in 
particular Boris Cerina, Robin Coupland, Herbi Elmazi, Patrick Fruchet, Ute Hofmeister, 
Srdjan Jovanovic, Matthieu Laruelle, Kathleen Lawand, Lou Maresca, Morris Tidball-Binz 
and Andy Wheatley. External contributions were made by Stuart Maslen of the Geneva 
International Centre for Humanitarian Demining, and photographs were provided by 
Chris Clark, the Danish Demining Group, Tim Lardner, Ben Lark, Matthieu Laruelle,  
Chris North and Andy Wheatley.

International Committee of the Red Cross
Mine Action Sector
19 Avenue de la Paix
1202 Geneva, Switzerland
T + 41 22 734 60 01 f + 41 22 733 20 57
E-mail: icrc.gva@icrc.org
www.icrc.org
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1 – approaches and activities

1.1  
the Icrc’s approach to 
reducing impact

the primary rationale for Icrc involvement in mine action is its 
mandate to protect and assist the victims of armed conflict and 
other situations of violence. those at greatest risk are the 
poorest and most vulnerable members of society, such as 
subsistence farmers, refugees, children herding animals, 
nomads and those living on the economic fringes of society. 
often, poverty forces people to enter areas known to be 
dangerous to find food and water, to cut wood and graze 
animals; these people rely on their physical fitness for survival, 
and can least afford the care necessary to treat landmine 
injuries or to lose their ability to work. 

in 2005 the icrc approved a framework to guide the work carried out in the field, to 
prevent injuries and reduce the socio-economic impact of mines and other explosive 
remnants of war (erW). the framework, entitled “preventive Mine action operations” 
outlines an approach which capitalizes on icrc core capacities and integrates 
knowledge transversally, including water and habitat, economic security, cooperation, 
communication and protection activities.  

the icrc has a comprehensive approach to dealing with the problem of mines and 
other erW. it makes little sense to implement prosthetic/orthotic and surgical activities 
to treat the survivors of incidents if there are no corresponding activities to prevent 
casualties in the first place. Field activities aimed at reducing the impact of weapon 
contamination on people are linked transversally to medical and physical rehabilitation 
services and to international legal/advocacy on mines and other erW. 
 
 
the three fields of mine action activity

  mIne actIon 



 
 
  
 
multidisciplinary approach 

the strength of the icrc’s preventive mine action operations lies in the broad range of 
skills and capacities that can be drawn on to reduce the impact of mines and erW.  
a “transversal” or cross-cutting approach to planning and implementing operations is 
therefore essential.

Flexibility 

the icrc’s framework insists on the need for a flexible and solution-oriented approach, 
integrating components drawn from the range of mine action activities, comprising 
data gathering, mine risk reduction, survey/clearance and mine risk education. 

an appropriate, adapted approach

icrc operations must be appropriate to the situation. operations must be reviewed 
and adapted as the scenario changes, either changing into another form or ending. 

complementarity with other actors 

internationally, the mine action sector is now relatively well coordinated. emergency 
response, although slow, is generally effective, and national capacity-building is 
integrated into long-term mine action plans, within which the role and sustainability of 
national organizations can be developed. it is essential for the icrc to ensure 
complementarity with the plans and activities of other actors. 

adherence to international standards and tools 

as far as possible, while maintaining independence, operations must seek to comply 
with the international Mine action standards (iMas) and use internationally accepted 
management tools such as the information Management system for Mine action 
(iMsMa). 
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1.2 
the five guiding 

principles



there are three broad approaches that may be adopted to deal with mine/erW 
impact:
> rapid response;
> multidisciplinary approach;
> cooperation and capacity building.

these approaches may be implemented separately or in parallel, depending on the 
scenario (see 2.1). each has its own characteristics in terms of level of typical time-span, 
objectives, interlocutors and responsible area within an icrc delegation.

rapid response

rapid response is the deployment for a short period of time (up to 3 months), of a 
specialized team to work within a delegation to directly implement activities to reduce 
the impact of weapon contamination. specifically:
> to provide safe access to contaminated areas or infrastructure such as water 

supply systems, warehouses, offices, hospitals, etc;
> to provide staff with safety training related to weapon contamination and expert 

advice to the management team;
> to protect the civilian population from the effects of weapon contamination;
> to gather information and analyse weapon use and its impact on the civilian 

population.

the rapid response capacity is most likely to be deployed either during conflict, natural 
disasters in contaminated areas and immediate post-conflict situations.

the size and composition of the capacity will depend on the role or roles it will be 
expected to play and the scale of the problem. the possible technical capacities include 
survey and clearance, emergency awareness, data gathering and analysis and aspects 
of conduct of hostilities assessment. the capacity is under the operational control of 
the directorate of operations and works within the icrc rapid deployment 
Framework. 

multidisciplinary approach

Whenever the icrc works in a weapon-contaminated environment, reducing the 
impact of the contamination on people’s lives is an important consideration for health, 
water, shelter, food and economic security. it should always be borne in mind when 
assessing their vulnerability and implementing activities to help them. this 
multidisciplinary approach can be regarded as the core of the icrc’s approach to 
reducing the impact of contamination. it is related to protection and assistance and is 
not a specialized mine action activity. often contamination is a contributing factor to 
malnutrition and the disruption of access to water and fuel. Much can therefore be 
done through assistance and protection to reduce that impact. 
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1.3 
the three approaches



this core approach can be implemented alongside a rapid response approach or 
cooperation and capacity building. 

cooperation and capacity building

the icrc is the lead organization for mine action in the Movement. in situations where 
there is an established or evolving national mine action authority and a national 
strategic plan for mine action, the national society potentially has a key long-term role 
to play. to ensure sustainability, this role will normally be incident surveillance, feeding 
up-to-date information on which to base prioritization of clearance and risk education 
at grassroots level.

the role of the icrc in these situations is to:
> support the national society in the process of defining and agreeing its long-

term role, together with national authorities, donors and the united nations 
where applicable;

> ensure that the national society receives the required technical support and 
capacity building to ensure it can meet national mine action standards and play 
its agreed role.

the capacity of the national authorities may also be weak and the icrc may be in the 
best position to build up certain elements of national capacity in parallel, particularly 
in areas that may affect the role of the national society. For instance, there is no point 
in developing the national society’s incident surveillance capacity if national authorities 
are unable to analyse and use the data.
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as mentioned above, addressing the impact of mines and other erW on affected 
populations requires a transversal approach which incorporates a range of activities 
which can be applied directly to reduce mine and erW impact. to act as a guide for 
operational planning they are grouped into the four possible components comprising 
four complementary areas of activity: data gathering, risk reduction, survey and 
clearance and risk education.

 

data gathering 

the gathering and analysis of mine and other erW incident data is the foundation of all 
mine action activities. the icrc’s involvement comprises three types of activity.

>  incident data gathering as a mine action activity consists in the ongoing 
collection of comprehensive incident data from multiple sources to enable and 
inform mine action planning. 

>  data gathering as part of other activities: staff working in the field on protection, 
dissemination, assistance or other activities may be asked to carry with them a 
data collection form and to use it to report any contamination impact they come 
across during their work.

>  sharing non-sensitive patient data with mine action coordination bodies: the icrc 
should consider sharing victim data from health and physical rehabilitation 
centres. although this may not be seen as strictly speaking part of a mine action 
approach, the icrc can make an essential contribution to the impact of mine 
action by making victim data available from health programme records.

See also Book III, chapter 1.
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1.4 
the range of activities
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risk reduction 

risk reduction encompasses any practical measures that can be taken to reduce the 
impact of weapon contamination in areas where clearance is not possible for the 
foreseeable future. owing to resource constraints, clearance capacity is generally 
limited in mine-affected countries. depending on the scale of the problem, resources 
and task prioritization, it can take years to clear an area of contamination. in the 
meantime it is often possible to provide an alternative to risk-taking behaviour, practised 
by communities when they have no choice but to enter dangerous areas for water, fuel, 
grazing, agriculture or simply to get from one place to another. risk reduction comprises 
assistance activities, representations and other protection activities.

representations and other protection activities 
the international red cross and red crescent Movement’s strategy on landmines 
outlines the importance of incorporating the mines issue in the icrc’s overall 
representations with regard to protection. this includes promoting compliance with 
international norms regarding mines and other erW, including the ottawa convention 
and the convention on certain conventional Weapons (ccW), at field level with the 
support of the legal division (dc/Jur), in particular its operational, arms and advisory 
services. the “protection” section of the strategy lists specific objectives and 
implementation activities in this regard.

 
protection section of the movement strategy on landmines and erw

objectives
the objectives are:
>  to systematically incorporate the mines/erW issue and its consequences in the icrc’s overall representations with 

regard to protection so as to further icrc field activities;
>  to establish for each context how serious the mines problem is, its connections, if any, with other violations, for example 

forced displacement or planned starvation, and to draw up a protection strategy;
>  to give those involved or the parties to the conflict a greater sense of responsibility and to make them aware of 

protection issues and the humanitarian consequences of the use of mines;
>  to recommend that the necessary measures be taken.

Implementation
in countries in which the icrc is present, it will:
>  remind the authorities of the rules of customary law and of humanitarian law on the use of mines, and in countries that 

have ratified the ottawa convention, ccW amended protocol ii and/or ccW protocol v, it will recall the obligations 
arising therefrom;

>  make overall representations to the parties to the conflict with regard to the anti-personnel mine ban, and the 
consequences on the civilian population of the use of mines and of explosive munitions likely to become erW;

>  collect and process reliable information – from the population, mine action centres, local nGo networks and others – 
on each mine/erW incident affecting the civilian population;

>  submit documented confidential files to the parties to the conflict on individual mine/erW incidents affecting the 
civilian population;

>  write confidential summary reports for the authorities on identified issues (use of mines/erW against the population, 
relationship with other violations, etc.).
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assistance activities 
assistance activities can contribute to limiting the dangers the population is exposed to. 

> Water and habitat:
 –  alternative water sources where water sources are blocked by weapon contamination;
 –  alternative shelter where returnees are forced to return to a contaminated village;
 – alternative school sites where the original school site is contaminated;
 – construction of safe play areas for children living in contaminated areas;
 –  alternative fuel sources where local sources of fuel are weapon-contaminated.

>  economic security: 
 –  short-term livestock programmes where herds have been decimated, in 

conjunction with the location of safe grazing areas and prioritization of 
clearance through the Mine action coordination centre (Macc) or national 
Mine action authority;

 –  solutions to forced risk taking at household or community levels; for instance  
projects minimizing the need to collect erW as scrap metal, or the production 
of nets to discourage the extraction of explosives for fishing, when nets are 
either too expensive or unavailable – such interventions should only be 
undertaken after an economic security assessment has been made and along 
agreed upon criteria for the selection of beneficiaries.

> health: 
 –  alternative clinic sites where existing health facilities are located in mined areas 

or can only be reached by moving through contaminated areas.

survey and clearance
icrc delegations may access survey and clearance capacity or support in the following 
situations:
> immediate post conflict, to ensure the safety of staff, access for relief and 

protection activities or to save lives;
> any other scenario where field activities are being implemented in a contaminated area;
> where the icrc has sole access to an area in which contamination has a significant 

impact on the population, is blocking icrc field activities and posing a threat to 
the safety of staff.
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clearance support is available from two sources

> through the mine action rapid response capacity: the icrc has entered into a global memorandum of understanding 
with swedish rescue services agency (srsa). When requested, srsa will provide small survey and clearance teams to 
work as an integral part of a delegation under the direct management of an icrc mine action delegate. depending on 
the task, individuals may be deployed either to conduct small tasks or purely to carry out technical surveys. the capacity 
can be mobilized through the mine action sector, with the authorization of the director of operations. 

> From a national mine action authority, mine action coordination centre or clearance organization working locally: mine 
action structures may be approached for clearance support on condition that the clearance capacity is accredited under 
international or national mine action standards (i/nMas). Whether or not support will be available to the delegation 
depends on the availability of spare clearance capacity and funding and the will to provide support to the icrc outside 
their normal prioritization processes. 



risk education 

risk education comprises four elements: community liaison, public awareness, 
education and training. 

community liaison
community liaison is an approach that places communities at the centre of the planning 
process. it is based on the exchange of information between the community and the 
mine action organization. the aim is to establish priorities for action and to identify 
effective solutions to adopt within communities to reduce the impact of the 
contamination. these may include an alternate water source, a safe play area, targeted 
awareness or a combination of solutions. community liaison also seeks to act as the link 
between communities and clearance teams, ensuring the community understands, 
agrees with and trusts the scope and quality of the clearance.

public awareness 
public awareness is the application of communication techniques to sensitize vulnerable 
elements of the population to the threat posed by contamination. public awareness is 
most effective in the early stages of an emergency, when returning refugees or 
internally displaced persons may have little or no knowledge of the threat posed by 
contamination. apart from this mass public awareness approach, targeted awareness 
can be implemented once vulnerable groups have been identified, and in conjunction 
with risk reduction, marking and survey. targeted awareness activities that seek to 
change behaviour should be tailored to vulnerable groups, which have been identified 
through the analysis of incident data.  activities should be community based and work 
through existing social and administrative structures. 

education
the education of military forces and other arms carriers as part of relations with armed 
and security forces (Fas activities), aims to sensitize them to the effects of certain 
weapons on civilians and make them aware of legal norms such as the ottawa 
convention and the ccW, and to draw the consequences with respect to doctrine, 
education and training. the extent to which this can be achieved will depend on the 
local situation. For young people, education may also entail the integration of awareness 
into school curricula as a part of public awareness campaigns, or exploring humanitarian 
law (ehl) programmes. 

training
this principally consists of safety training for icrc and Movement staff working in 
contaminated areas.
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as weapon contamination is regarded as a transversal issue, the number of mine action 
specialists has been kept to a minimum. the icrc’s Mine action sector in Geneva and 
the regional Mine action advisers constitute the core professional competence of the 
organization. in delegations, the multidisciplinary nature of mine action means that the 
deputy head of delegation is often the most appropriate mine action manager. the 
following charts give an overview of the range of mine action specialist staffing and 
training resources that may be used by delegations working in different situations.

Mine action specialists
staFF location Role 

Mine action head of sector at headquarters policy development, external relations and representation, coordination with desks and units 
at headquarters.

Regional advisers Regionally based technical support to delegations.
Maintenance of regional networks and contacts.
emergency response.
(See Book III for terms of reference)

Mine action delegates in delegations when required Developing and managing new or particularly complex mine action activities in the country. 
training and developing mine action delegation employees.

Mine action delegation 
employees

in delegations Developing and managing mine action activities in the country once the expatriate has 
withdrawn. Developing and managing small-scale programmes mentored by the regional 
adviser.

emergency response capacity at headquarters emergency roster of trained mine action staff that can be deployed individually or constituted 
into teams as required, including for survey and clearance.

Mine/eRW survey/clearance 
teams

at headquarters: 
memorandum of 
understanding with clearance 
organization

Mine clearance/survey teams on standby to deploy in support of icRc activities when required, 
under the management of an icRc mine action delegate.

tRaining ResouRces
title taRget gRoup Details

professional training course Multidisciplinary: headquarters/field managers 
and coordinators

Held twice a year at the international Mine action training 
centre in nairobi.

Rapid response training emergency roster members
assistance staff
protection staff
pns staff

Held once a year in sweden alongside the un and with the 
participation of the swedish Rescue services agency (sRsa) 
and participating national societies (pns).

Delegation and regional mine action training all icRc and Movement staff as required Held as required by regional mine action advisers.
external training courses Mine action specialists Held by the un and academic institutions. 
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1.5 
Icrc set-up and 
resources
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to ensure a common approach to the analysis of situations where weapon contamination 
is present five generic scenarios have been developed. they are intended for guidance 
and give an indication of the possible role of the icrc in different scenarios.

> armed conflict and other situations of violence

> Immediate post armed conflict and other situations of violence
 
> extended post armed conflict and other situations of violence

> normal peacetime activities

> natural disasters in contaminated areas

scenarios/approach matrix

this matrix cross references the five generic scenarios with the three possible 
approaches. the matrix is intended to give initial guidance on the most suitable 
approach or approaches that should be considered when decided whether to take 
action and if so, what action to take.

scenaRio / appRoacH RapiD Response capacitY BuilDing MultiDisciplinaRY

conFlict possible possible Recommended

iMMeDiate post conFlict Highly recommended Recommended

eXtenDeD post conFlict Highly recommended Recommended

peacetiMe possible

natuRal DisasteR Recommended possible Highly recommended
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2.1 
Introduction



correlation between the five weapon contamination scenarios  
and the levels of crisis
doctrine 49 outlines four levels of crisis that define how the icrc should act when 
implementing assistance activities. this matrix applies those levels of crisis to the mine 
action scenarios and clearly shows that as with doctrine 49, in each scenario, there may 
be different levels of crisis by location or over time.

the scenarios illustrate the generic situations in which mine action is likely to be 
required. these are broad and complex situations, within which more than one level of 
crisis may be applicable. as a guide to this, the chart below has been developed to give 
an indication of the likely levels of crisis that may be found in each scenario.

Weapon contaMination scenaRio pRe cRisis acute cRisis cHRonic cRisis post cRisis

conflict and other situation of violence     

immediate post conflict or other situation of violence     

extended post conflict or other situation of violence     

peacetime     

natural disaster     

KeY
pre crisis: essential needs are still covered but at risk of no longer being addressed.
acute crisis: some essential needs are no longer covered. 
chronic crisis: essential needs are insufficiently covered, and acute crisis could resume. 
post crisis: essential needs are covered by structures whose sustainability remains fragile.
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even though the existence of an armed conflict may not be legally recognized, riots, 
isolated and sporadic acts of violence may result in the use of ordnance, improvised 
explosive devices and booby-traps. 

aRMeD conFlict anD otHeR situations oF violence
criteria for starting activities explosive remnants of war (eRW) and/or mines are posing a threat to icRc operations and staff are at risk. >

eRW and/or mines are killing/injuring civilians. the icRc and/or national society have access to the  >
victims.
the problem is not covered effectively by other actors. >
the problem is only partially covered by other actors. >
the national society has a key role to play and requires support. >

aims Minimize the impact of mines and eRW on civilians. >
strengthen international Red cross and Red crescent Movement staff security.  >
support access for field activities. >
lay the foundations for an immediate post-conflict response.  >

likely activities

Data gathering

Risk education

Risk reduction

survey and clearance

During a conflict, gathering such data can be sensitive but should be included whenever possible as an  >
element of protection and assistance assessments/visits. Data is essential for effective planning.

implement a mass awareness campaign in affected areas and among iDps and refugees likely to return to  >
the contaminated area.
integrate mine/eRW related concerns into Fas activities and other structural support to the authorities. >
include warning and safety messages on food and non-food items: for instance on water bottles, food  >
packaging.

May be necessary for resident population. >
May be necessary for iDps . >
analyse the conduct of hostilities and gather data on weapon use and victims. >
issue a  > Rappel de Droit i.e. a formal reminder of the rules of iHl. 
encourage unilateral declarations by armed groups renouncing use of mines or other specific weapons. >
Make representations to highlight humanitarian consequences or illegal use of mines or other weapons  >
and issue appropriate recommendations.

Where parts of an area are accessible and it is agreed by all parties that clearance should begin, clearance  >
capacity may be deployed.

cooperation Where possible:
cooperate with the national society as a vector for awareness; >
cooperate with the national society to gather data on incidents and victims; >
in a long-running situation, develop the national society’s capacity to implement mine action. >

security issues newly laid mines, especially on routes used by military convoys. >
entering areas heavily contaminated by eRW, particularly cluster munitions; this includes the possibility  >
of vehicles driving over unexploded ordnance.

Human resources Rapid response mine action team for situations of emergency. >
For long-running situations, and depending on the scale of activities, a mine action delegate may be  >
deployed. capacity building of the national society would come under cooperation, risk reduction under 
assistance or protection, awareness under communication, all with the support of the mine action 
delegate. overall responsibility should come under the deputy or head of delegation.

criteria for exit or transition armed conflict finishes and the immediate post-conflict response is well covered by others.  >
if the immediate post-conflict period is not effectively covered by other actors, transition to “immediate post  >
conflict”.
if there is a likelihood of a long-term mine/eRW problem, transition to national society capacity building  >
should be considered.
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2.2 
armed conflict and other 
situations of violence



Issues to consider

there may be a multitude of actors involved, such as the army, police or government 
militia, confronting one or more armed groups. as a result, the delegation may witness 
the use of factory-produced or home-made mines. roadside bombs or other 
improvised explosive devices may also be used, some of which will be command-
detonated but others may be victim-activated, adding to the dangers for the population 
at large and for Movement staff. 

lack of icrc staff presence may be an issue resulting in limited data, making it harder 
to assess the degree and nature of contamination impact. the national society may  
be operating in all or part of the country, but the perception of its neutrality may be 
under threat. 

the national society will be a key player, although it may have difficulties accessing all 
parties in a situation of internal violence. it will therefore probably be necessary,  
in addition to working through the national society, for the icrc to implement  
activities directly. 

a national mine action centre is not likely to have been set up, much less an 
interministerial national mine action authority – see Book I, chapter 5. the risk arising 
from this situation is a lack of coordination between any actors who do engage in mine 
action activities. the level to which the delegation coordinates with a nMaa or un 
Macc will depend on the context.

it may be that the icrc is the only actor – other than perhaps the national army – 
engaged in mine action. if an nGo or a un body is also involved, regular meetings to 
exchange information will be necessary. information exchange should focus on the 
following: 
> areas of operations (geographical and thematic);
> focus/aims of activities of the various actors engaged in mine action;
> key at-risk groups identified through data gathering; and
> future coordination mechanisms.

as activities may be long-term, the possible future development of a sustainable 
national capacity should be considered from the start. the need for sustainability 
militates against expensive or overly complex operations, a factor which should be 
borne in mind when specifying the national society’s role. it is important that if the 
icrc implements through the national society in this scenario, it remain clear that as 
soon as the scenario changes, support for the national society may either end or 
change in nature.

if hostilities cease, or if a competent coordination body is established, the delegation 
should hand over non-confidential mine action data to any national structure 
established to deal with explosive remnants and mines, to enable clearance to take 
place and to support assistance to the victims. this may be the united nations or a 
governmental body.

any abandoned or unexploded ordnance poses a threat to people. it mostly consists 
of artillery shells, mortar bombs, grenades, rockets, air-dropped munitions and fuses. 
there is also a risk of anti-personnel mine use, although this risk has diminished in 
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recent years, in part owing to the success of the ottawa convention. depending on the 
nature of the conflict, anti-vehicle mines may be used in greater or lesser numbers. 
cluster munitions are particularly hazardous to civilians because of the sensitivity of 
their fusing mechanisms and failure rate.

unless the national society is able to work effectively on its own – which is not always 
the case in the midst of an armed conflict – the delegation should consider maintaining 
a major role in data gathering, risk education and risk reduction until, at least, a certain 
period after the cessation of active hostilities. the exit strategy for the delegation will 
obviously depend on how the situation evolves. in this situation the delegation should 
hand over non-confidential data to the authorities (for example, a government of 
national unity) or to a un Mine action coordination centre, to enable mine and erW 
clearance to take place and to support assistance to the victims. 

during an armed conflict, there will be an obvious need to coordinate mine action 
activities. it is likely (though not certain) that a mine action centre will be established 
by the government and this can have a positive role in ensuring complementarity of 
activities and avoiding duplication. 

to the greatest extent possible, the icrc should seek to coordinate its work with the 
relevant Mine action centre, if there is one. during an armed conflict there is a 
heightened danger of the politicization of mine action activities: the delegation should 
be aware of this risk.

in parallel to managing their approaches to reducing the impact of mines and erW, the 
un and nGos, together with donors, will also be planning an eventual post-conflict 
approach. Wherever possible, the icrc should engage in this process along with the 
national society to ensure a coordinated approach, although the extent to which this 
is possible will vary in each situation. it is important that the delegation stay in contact 
with the undp country office and other un players to make sure they are aware of the 
process and included.

cooperation with the national society in mine action activities during an ongoing 
armed conflict obviously depends on both the society’s capacity and its perceived, as 
well as actual, neutrality. these issues are especially challenging in an internal armed 
conflict. as a result, the delegation may have to act on its own in data gathering, risk 
education and risk reduction, although this is not the preferred option. or, for the 
duration of the conflict, the delegation may decide to implement activities through the 
national society, but without any ongoing capacity building. in addition, a delegation 
may work jointly with a national society in some areas, and in other areas the national 
society may operate on its own. 
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this sub-section covers the situation immediately following armed conflict or other 
situations of violence: typically in mine action terms, a period of up to six months. this 
is the critical period when victim numbers are often at their highest because 
populations with little knowledge of the nature or locations of mines and other 
explosive remnants of war (erW), for instance refugees or the internally displaced (idps), 
are often on the move back to their community of origin or to another area. 

iMMeDiate post aRMeD conFlict anD otHeR situations oF violence
criteria for starting activities eRW/mines are posing a threat to icRc operations and staff are at risk. >

eRW/mines are likely to kill/injure iDps and refugees as they return home. >
eRW/mines are preventing access to shelter, food, water or health care. >
the problem is not covered effectively by other actors. >

aims Respond rapidly in order to minimize civilian casualties. >
 support emergency assistance and protection activities. >
 establish a basis for mine action in the extended post-conflict period. >

likely activities

Risk education

Risk reduction

Data gathering

survey and clearance

implement mass awareness programmes to alert those travelling through or to contaminated areas to  >
the danger.
provide information in refugee camps for refugees returning home. in addition to general messages on  >
dangerous items – the “don’t touch” message related to eRW, these messages should be as specific as 
possible  regarding routes and locations that may be dangerous because of mine/eRW contamination. 
Returning refugees should also be accessed at border crossing points and food/non-food item distribution  >
points.

include mine/eRW-related concerns in Relations with armed and security Forces (Fas) activities and  >
other structural support to authorities.
Make representations to ensure clearance of resettlement areas or other solutions to mine/eRW problem. >
promote inclusion of mine/eRW provisions in humanitarian agreements. >
Reduce threat through the provision of emergency shelter, food, fuel or water in areas of forced risk  >
taking.

gather on-the-spot “emergency data” and establish a database. >

Mine/eRW survey and clearance in support of icRc field activities and to save lives and prevent injuries. >
cooperation in this situation, the icRc would work in an operational partnership with a national society if capacity  >

exists.
the emergency mine action team will be drawn from a participating national society as part of a  >
standing agreement for rapid deployment. 
participating national societies’ capacities will be mobilized as part of the mine action plan. >

security issues the location of mined areas will not be known, there is a high risk of walking or driving into a  >
contaminated area.
Booby-traps may have been left behind.  >
there will be abandoned ammunition and ammunition stores throughout the conflict area – possibly  >
unguarded. 

Human resources Mine action rapid response team may be deployed by the Directorate of operations (op/DiR). the team  >
will be led by a mine action coordinator directly under the authority of the head of delegation. the teams 
will coordinate their work with and in support of  assistance, protection and communication activities.
Mine action regional adviser or icRc headquarters mine action sector may be deployed. >
Mine/eRW clearance team may be deployed. >

criteria for exit or transition other actors effectively address the problem. >
if there is a likelihood of a long-term mine/eRW problem, transition to national society capacity building  >
should be considered.
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2.3 
Immediate post armed 

conflict and other 
situations of violence



Issues to consider

any armed conflict or other situation of violence, will result in unexploded ordnance, 
ordnance being abandoned on the battlefield and in storage areas, and possibly mines. 
Mines and other explosive remnants of war (erW) may pose a direct threat to the work 
of the Movement in general including the icrc.

the period immediately after armed conflict and other situations of violence is the time 
when the un and nGos are struggling to set up operations and is normally the period 
when the icrc has the most to contribute in terms of reducing impact. it is also the 
period where icrc assistance activities need mine action support to ensure safety of 
staff and access for operations. the Mine action sector at icrc headquarters will be in 
regular contact with the un and can be used to facilitate discussions and 
consultations. 

one example of an immediate post-conflict mine action scenario is kosovo in 1999, 
when refugees in neighbouring albania and the Former Yugoslav republic of 
Macedonia returned swiftly following the ceasefire agreement between nato forces 
and the Federal republic of Yugoslavia. the delegation was heavily involved in 
providing risk education, both inside and outside the province, as well as gathering 
data on mine and erW victims.

Following an armed conflict it is highly probable that a mine action centre will be 
established by the government or the un if one was not already established during the 
armed conflict. this will normally be overseen by an interministerial national mine 
action authority, although the authority’s effectiveness in ensuring the overall 
management of a national mine action programme in an immediate post-conflict 
scenario can be limited for reasons of technical capacity. 

the un Mine action service then operates a rapid response plan (rrp) to which many 
international nGos and key donors have subscribed. the plan has the potential to 
mobilize an effective response, although, given un and nGo funding and logistical 
constraints, this can take some time. the icrc has the ability to respond more rapidly 
and more reliably than either the un or nGos, especially if its presence has been 
uninterrupted throughout a conflict. an unbroken presence translates into local 
knowledge, trust and contacts, enabling activities to begin rapidly. 

the extent to which the icrc is able to cooperate with the un will vary, although the 
icrc recognizes the rrp, has observer status in the un’s decision-making process and 
seeks, whenever possible, to coordinate its activities accordingly. the status of a un 
Macc will determine the extent to which the icrc coordinates with it. For instance  
a Macc which is part of a un peace enforcement mission would be approached 
differently from a Macc which is part of a humanitarian mission.

unless the national society is able to work effectively on its own – which is not always 
the case immediately following an armed conflict – the delegation should consider 
maintaining a role in data gathering, risk education and risk reduction until, at least, the 
end of the immediate post-conflict period. as soon as possible, however, the delegation 
should seek to determine whether the national society is willing/able to take direct 
responsibility for its mine action activities, or whether to scale down national society 
activities as other actors establish long-term mine action programmes. 
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this scenario covers the period between the end of the initial emergency and the point 
at which development begins. this period may last several years. this scenario has two 
facets: one covers ongoing needs for mine action activities and the second is a 
preparation for the transition into development.

eXtenDeD post aRMeD conFlict anD otHeR situations oF violence
criteria for starting activities there is a medium- or long-term role for the national society as an actor within the national mine action  >

strategy.
the icRc has an important protection and/or assistance programme ongoing which could also be applied  >
to reducing mine/eRW impact.
there is continued impact from mines/eRW on people and on their access to water, shelter, food, fuel, etc. >

aims through field activities, contribute to the reduction of the socio-economic impact of mines/eRW.  >
prepare the national society for a long-term role as an integrated element of the national mine action plan.  >
support the development of national mine action structures if required. >
contribute to the development of a national strategy. >

likely activities

Risk reduction 

Data gathering

Risk education

survey and clearance

implement water and habitat, economic security and health programmes to reduce the impact of mines/eRW. >
Make representations to ensure clearance of resettlement areas or other solutions to mine/eRW problem. >
promote the inclusion of mine/eRW provisions in humanitarian agreements. >
if required the national society’s grassroots surveillance network should be developed as an integrated  >
element of a national or un-led plan. Data should be fed into the national database. the data gathering 
agreement should be subject to a memorandum of understanding dealing with information restrictions 
and restrictions on use.
advocacy and mobilization to ratify treaties/ conventions if not yet done.  >

Data on victims may also be provided by the records of icRc health and other field activities. >
the icRc should benefit from the mapping and analysis carried out by the national authority or un for its  >
own operational planning and security use.

any risk education should be carried out by the national society and as part of the coordinated national  >
mine action plan. Wherever possible nationally produced materials or methodologies should be used.  
the icRc should ensure there is a Movement input in the development of these. 
the issue of weapon contamination should be included in Fas activities and other structural support to  >
authorities.

Where icRc activities are blocked or threatened by mine/eRW contamination, an agreement can be made  >
with the national mine action authority, or locally with an accReDiteD clearance organization for 
support. in a situation where this support is not possible and the need is urgent, it may be possible to 
deploy capacity through the headquarters  standby clearance memorandum of understanding (Mou).

cooperation in coordination with the national society, unDp, donors and the national authorities, define the role   >
of the national society within the national strategy.
if required, provide parallel capacity-building support to the national mine action structure. >

security issues serious mine/eRW security issues are unlikely in this situation, although there may be a residual  >
contamination that should be taken into account.

Human resources normally there will be a trained national staff member who has been coached by the mine action  >
delegate during the conflict and/or immediate post-conflict periods (who in coordination with icRc 
assistance, protection and communication staff will take the mine action lead).
the national staff member should be supported by the regional mine action adviser. >

criteria for exit or transition the national society is fully integrated into the national mine action strategy.  >
the national society has the technical and management competence to carry out its assigned role. >
the national society is funded as part of the government mine action budget or receives other external  >
financial support.
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2.4 
extended post armed 

conflict and other 
situations of violence



Issues to consider

While victim numbers may be falling, the causes of accident will change at this point. 
Most people will know the location of dangerous areas around where they live, but 
resort to taking risks in search of food, water and livelihood. the majority of mine and 
erW incidents will result from such risk-taking.

at this stage, coordination with external actors (especially the government and undp) 
will be extremely important as it is likely that certain national structures for mine action 
programme coordination and management will now be in place. 

in the extended post-conflict scenario, it is necessary to prepare the national society 
for its long-term role as part of the national mine action plan. this involves providing 
the necessary technical and managerial support to establish the national society as a 
player with the Mine action centre, the national Mine action authority and donors, as 
the national planning process moves ahead. 

this process should, ideally, be supported by a memorandum of understanding 
between the icrc, the national society working in its own country, national authorities 
and a participating national society (pns), where this is relevant.

the icrc will often work in partnership with a pns in order to build up the capacity of 
national societies and to integrate it into national mine action plans. this normally 
means that the icrc provides the coordination and technical support (some funding 
may be provided but ideally this should be kept to a minimum), while the pns provides 
management capacity building and funding. in these cases, it is the role of icrc 
regional mine action advisers to ensure the smooth running of the project. time must 
be budgeted in the icrc “planning for results” process even if there is no icrc  
project budget.

Where there is a memorandum of understanding between a national authority, a 
national society, a pns and the icrc, the roles and responsibilities must be clearly laid 
out and time bound. a typical capacity-building programme of this nature should last 
three years.
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this is a long-term scenario where contamination continues to have an impact and 
mine action coordination either does not exist or is under government authority. in the 
former case, the un and donors may be looking to give support, in the latter situation, 
they may be providing technical and financial support.

noRMal peacetiMe activities
criteria for starting activities there is an imminent possibility of armed conflict or other situations of violence developing. >

there is a likelihood of natural disasters in the contaminated areas. >
there is a mine/eRW problem resulting from past events that is still impacting on the population. >

aims Develop the mine action capacity of a national society to prepare for a future threat.  >
support the development of national authorities’ capacity to manage the mine/eRW threat. >
Deal with a longstanding mine/eRW problem resulting from past events (from World War ii, for instance). >
Finalize capacity-building work following on from the extended post conflict period. >

likely activities

Risk reduction

Risk education

Data gathering
 

survey and clearance 

training for the national society on using assistance activities to provide affected populations with safe  >
alternatives such as shelter, water and food.

training for the national society on the implementation of emergency awareness for population on the  >
location and nature of the threat. 
inclusion of mine/eRW-related concerns in icRc Relations with armed and security Forces (Fas) activities  >
and other support to official structures, known as “structural support”.

training for the national society on surveillance of incidents to define dangerous areas and vulnerable  >
groups.

unlikely to be an issue. >
cooperation training of the national society in mine action management and activities. >

Develop a link between the national society’s mine action unit and relevant government authorities. >
security issues Mine/eRW related issues are unlikely, although there may be a residual contamination that should be  >

taken into consideration.

Human resources cooperation delegate. >
Regional mine action adviser in support. >

criteria for exit or transition capacity building is complete according to the planned specific objectives. >
if an armed conflict or internal disturbances begins, develop the appropriate activities. >

Issues to consider

in situations where there is a transition to development, the icrc will already be 
involved. the government, with the support of the undp and donors, will normally 
support the national mine action plan which is long-term and aims to address 
residual mine and erW contamination. it is essential that the icrc support and guide 
the national society so that its role is acknowledged and integrated into the plan, 
thereby ensuring sustainable funding and an appropriate, authorized mine action role.

there may be a possibility of future conflict, in which case, preparatory capacity building 
of the national society may be appropriate. 

2.5 
normal peacetime 

activities
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Major natural disasters, such as earthquakes, hurricanes and flooding occurring in areas 
contaminated by mines and other explosive remnants of war (erW) can move and 
disperse mines and ordnance randomly throughout a disaster area. this can occur 
during any of the other four scenarios (see 2.1), and can have three possible results:
>  contamination can cause death and injury as a consequence of people unwittingly 

moving through or into contaminated areas; 
> contamination can spread to previously safe areas and people can come into 

unexpected contact with it;
> contamination can compound problems by denying access to water, shelter, food or 

fuel; it can also further complicate and increase the psychological impact of the natural 
disaster; it may impact on access and security of staff carrying out field activities.

natuRal DisasteRs in contaMinateD aReas
criteria for starting activities a natural disaster has moved mines/eRW into areas where they are a threat to people. >

people are forced by a natural disaster to move into or through areas where there is mine/eRW  >
contamination.
Mines/eRW are threatening the safety of staff. >
Mines/eRW are hindering access for field activities. >

aims Reduce vulnerability of people. >
support field activities.  >
ensure staff safety. >

likely activities

Risk reduction

Data gathering

survey and clearance

Risk education

provide water/shelter/food in safe areas. >

gather and analyse incident and dangerous area data. >

survey suspected areas, and if necessary clear dangerous areas that pose an immediate threat to people or  >
hinder access.

emergency awareness to rapidly inform the public of the danger and of appropriate safe behaviour. >
provide mine/eRW safety training for staff. >

cooperation possible operational partnership with national society on awareness, incident data gathering and risk reduction. >
pns involvement through the deployment of a rapid response team. >
Mobilization of pns capacities to support the mine action plan. >

security issues threat to staff in the field from eRW and mines that have moved. >
Human resources Rapid response team. >

Regional adviser or staff from icRc headquarters. >
Mine/eRW clearance/survey teams. >

criteria for exit or transition the impact of mines/eRW has ceased. >

 
 
Issues to consider

if a mine action capacity already exists in the area of the natural disaster, the icrc 
should only intervene if existing resources cannot cope or are unable to support icrc 
or Movement activities. the delegation should be aware of the location and set-up of 
any mine action coordination centre/authority or mine action organization in a position 
to provide assistance. it is important that in these situations, advice be sought from the 
regional adviser or from the mine action sector at icrc headquarters. 
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the consequences of weapon contamination are just another 
part of the picture when assessing the vulnerability of a 
population. deciding how to deal with the problem should be 
part of a holistic approach that includes all operational 
capacities of a delegation. 

this means that protection, health, water and habitat and economic security concerns 
are all equally important when gathering information and understanding the overall 
picture, within which mines and erW are but a factor. although sometimes specific 
assessments may be conducted looking at the mine/erW impact in particular, in most 
situations it is rather a matter of being aware of and including relevant questions in the 
various field assessments undertaken by the delegation.

in parallel to this, the delegation needs to ensure that there are systems for sharing 
the relevant data so that appropriate responses can be developed as part of a 
coherent strategy.

When conducting an assessment in a contaminated environment it is important to 
remember that many of the consequences of mines and other erW are indirect. 
You should not just look for evidence of death and injury, but consider 
consequences on access to shelter, water, fuel, food, agriculture, household security 
and constraints on movement.
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sources of information

the availability of information on contamination will depend on the situation. possible 
sources of information should be mapped, including existing surveys and any relevant 
actors. in an immediate post-conflict situation, survey information is unlikely to be 
available. in other situations, the best source of information will be a national or un 
mine action centre, a government mine action authority, mine action nGos or 
commercial clearance companies working in the area or the police and military. 

if the delegation is implementing mine action activities already, it is likely that the mine 
action delegate or other person in charge will have access to the information 
Management system for Mine action (iMsMa) and will be able to provide information 
directly. some of the information gathered at this stage will be useful not only for safe 
mission planning but will also give indications of possible impact on the local population. 
some of the questions that should be asked are listed in the following table.

Basic Questions FoR FielD tRip planning
Have you got a security plan? are roads considered safe? if so by whom and is the information reliable? >

Have assessment team members undergone mine/eRW safety training? >
Does the team have appropriate first-aid kits (a kit with wound/shell dressings at least)? >
Has the team been trained in first aid? >
Has the delegation developed procedures to follow if there is a mine/eRW accident? >
Has the team practiced these? >
Does the team have contact with an organization with the capability and will to rescue them? >

is there a mine action programme in the 
country?

Does it have control of clearance assets in the area you are visiting?  >
if so, is there accurate and up-to-date information available?  >
can it support you – does it have casualty evacuation facilities such as helicopters in support of clearance  >
operations? 
are there up-to-date contamination maps available? >

Has there been any fighting in the area recently? if so, what type: major hostilities/low intensity? this will give you an idea of the possible level of  >
contamination. the type of fighting will indicate whether particularly dangerous ordnance such as mines 
or cluster munitions may have been used.
Were routes tactically important to those fighting? if so, it is possible they were mined or that improvised  >
explosive devices were used to block them.
Have these been cleared – if so to what standard and with what degree of reliability? Bear in mind that a  >
vehicle driving down a road without incident is no inDication that the route is safe.

is there a mine action operator locally? can they help you with advice once you arrive? can they provide you with casualty evacuation services?  >
Do they know you are coming?  >
Do you have their radio frequency and call signs? >

if mines have been used are there known 
marking systems?

if anti-personnel mines have been used, it is possible that a standard marking system has been used. if  >
so, marking signs should be known. even if this is the case, the assumption that unmarked areas are safe 
Must not Be MaDe.

is there any record of mine/eRW contamination 
or victims? 

How many people have been killed and injured over the last 12 months? >
What is the breakdown of ages, gender and activities? >
What were the locations?  >
ideally 12 months’ data is a minimum for useful analysis, although anything is useful. the data must be  >
analysed and related directly to the local context and events over that period.

is up-to-date mapping available? if available, the most likely source is a mine action centre or international ngo. if the mine action  >
programme is mature, maps which cross reference contamination with land use may be available. 

3.1 
gathering basic 

information for field trip 
planning
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This map shows suspected contaminated areas in Southern Iraq in 2003. It was available 
from the United Nations Mine Action Coordination Team. This type of map can give 
invaluable information when planning field trips.

examples of maps showing suspected dangerous areas
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KABUL

Legend

Impacted community with blocked irrigated land

Other impacted community

SHA intersecting with irrigated land

Irrigated: double cropping

Irrigated: single cropping

Irrigated: Intermittently cultivated

Bagram

Sources

Irrigated land is based on FAO interpretation of Landsat
TM satellite imagery taken in 1990 and 1993.

Impacted community and suspected hazard area
data are taken from the Landmine Impact Survey
for Afghanistan conducted in 2003 and 2004.

This map was produced as part of the Survey Action Centre impact survey of Afghanistan.  
It gives important information on the impact of contaminated areas on agriculture which 
can be useful information for ICRC assistance activities. Other analyses available include 
impact on water supply, population movement and  shelter. Such maps are available from  
mine action authorities or coordination centres where an impact survey has been carried out.
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observation

as you drive or walk into the assessment area you should look for visual indications of the 
presence of contamination and the extent to which it may pose a threat, both to yourself 
and the population. You should take particular note of the following elements.

WHat to looK out FoR
Have you seen destroyed military or other 
vehicles?

are there vehicles with wheels and part of the front or back end blown off? this may indicate they were  >
destroyed by an anti-vehicle mine.
if destroyed during air-strikes or in tank to tank fighting involving modern military forces, it is possible  >
they were destroyed by depleted uranium projectiles. the vehicles should not be entered as they may 
contain dust which should not be ingested. 
if the area was hit by airstrikes, rockets or artillery, it is likely cluster munitions were used. look for  >
cluster munitions lying on the ground, hanging from undergrowth or lying on buildings. they pose a 
serious threat to you and the population. Do not drive over them or touch them. if they are hanging from 
undergrowth move out of the area. a clearance organization (or the icRc’s clearance partner if present), 
should be informed.

Have you seen military style boxes/packaging 
scattered around?

this may indicate abandoned ordnance is present or that mines or ordnance were used or laid in the  >
vicinity.

Have you seen signs of military positions and 
roadblocks?

the presence of these indicates a possibility of mines. if they have been damaged then there is a  >
possibility of unexploded ordnance (uXo) as well. in any case there may be abandoned explosive 
ordnance (aXo) lying in or around the positions.
can you see ammunition packaging, spools of wire or warning signs? >
if you can see contamination, what sort of land is it lying on? is it caught in fruit trees, in agricultural  >
fields (are they partially cultivated) or around water or power infrastructure?  

Have you seen eRW or mines? if you can see mines or signs of mines, then stop and consider your situation – you may have directly  >
entered a mined area.
 if eRW are scattered about, are they old (rusty) or new? this will tell you whether it is a new or old threat. >

are people handling eRW? Be veRY caReFul if people bring you items to look at. if this happens, remain calm and tell them to place  >
the item on the ground very gently.

can you see eRW that has been adapted  for 
everyday use?

this can be safe or extremely dangerous depending on the items used and their state. in laos and   >
viet nam for instance, empty cluster bomb containers are safely used in house construction. 
large air-dropped bombs can be used as seats for years and then explode when someone tries to extract  >
the scrap metal or explosives. 
Mortar bombs can be used as hammers or well counterweights safely for years and then explode months  >
or years later if the nose fuse is struck.

can you see damaged water or power  
infrastructure?

can you see shelter that has obviously been 
fortified, fought over or otherwise used by 
combatants?

are roads, tracks or paths cratered or obviously 
contaminated?

is the infrastructure around fortified positions? if so, it may be mined as part of overall defensive  >
measures. if fought over, it may be contaminated with grenades, mortar bombs or other eRW. it may also 
be booby-trapped if recently vacated. 
Has anyone else entered the infrastructure since the fighting? >
When did the last soldier leave the infrastructure? if recently,  take extra care. >
Was the infrastructure hit by artillery or air strikes? if attacked by modern armed forces, it is possible that  >
cluster munitions were used. it is also possible that white phosphorous was used which may contaminate 
the water source or will probably explode if the water covering it is drained.
Has the presence of unexploded ordnance (uXo) and /or mines hindered reconstruction of power/gas/ >
water supply infrastructure? 

can you see any wounded people? are there any amputees? >
are they recently injured amputees?  >
Were they injured locally?  >
lower-limb amputations are an indication of blast anti-personnel mines. >
are there people with upper-limb injuries or amputations, or disfiguration from burns or fragmentation?  >
this is an indication of uXo injuries. 
it is important to understand if these injuries occurred during the conflict or afterwards. >

3.2  
needs assessments  
in the field



Questions to answer during a field visit

WHat to asK
Were informants in the village during the 
hostilities/ use of arms?

if not, then they are less likely to have reliable knowledge about the location of contaminated areas,  >
particularly those that were mined. if the entire population left the village, then there will be little useful 
information they can give.

if not, when did they return? if recently returned, they will have limited information to give. the longer they have been back, the more  >
useful the information they may have. unfortunately this is because if there is contamination, the location 
of some dangerous areas will be known because of accidents.

Was the village used by arms carriers during the 
hostilities/use of arms – if so for what? 
logistics, patrolling, defensive position ? the 
nature of the use affects possible degree and 
nature of contamination.

if the village was used by combatants, it is possible that approach routes and dead ground around the  >
village may be mined. it is also possible that ordnance was left in the village, or if fighting took place, 
unexploded ordnance.

Were measures taken by combatants to reduce/
avoid civilian casualties from mines/eRW?

Were people told the location of mined areas, were plans, drawings handed over? >
Were any dangerous areas marked by the combatants? >
Has there been any clearance or marking of dangerous areas. if so, by whom, when and where? >

What is the attitude of the community to any mine 
(not eRW) contamination around their village?

it is possible (although rare) that all or part of the mined area is regarded as providing protection. this is  >
much more likely in situations of continued instability or a possible restart of conflict or other violence.

are there victims of mines and eRW? although an accurate victim survey is not possible during a field assessment, it is possible to get an idea of  >
the rate of death/injury, vulnerable groups, dangerous areas and dangerous activities. this information is 
particularly useful if gathered at the start of the assessment. 

Do people have access to fuel? Where gas, electricity or oil are the normal source of heat, have the supply systems been destroyed or  >
damaged? can they be repaired or will mines and eRW prevent this without clearance taking place?
are people forced to go into contaminated areas to gather firewood or other fuel?  >

Do people have access to safe water? is the water infrastructure damaged or destroyed? can it be repaired, or is it blocked by mines and eRW? >
is access to wells blocked or made dangerous by mines and eRW? >
are there eRW in the well/water supply? >
are people forced to take dirty water from a non-mine/eRW contaminated source? >
How can they be given a safe alternative?  >

are mines and eRW impacting on safe waste 
and sewage disposal?

are people forced to defecate within the village area as areas traditionally used outside the village are mined? >
are people forced to discard refuse within the village for the same reason? >
is the sewage infrastructure damaged and not working? is this because of mines/eRW?   >

What are the coping strategies? How have the locals coped with the presence of mines and eRW?  >
Have they developed local practices based on folklore or superstition? >
Have they identified “safe places” where they keep items that are found (be careful as these places are  >
not safe).
Have they found other sources of food? >
Have they modified their farming practices? >
Have they located an alternate safe water source and is that source potable? is the source a reasonable  >
distance from the village? Does access to it take people through dangerous areas?
Have they engaged village deminers? >
are people forced to travel further for pasture? Does this take them into unknown areas? Have people  >
been killed or injured doing so?  

is there an increasing demand for land? are people continuing to arrive, with the resultant increase in demand for land?  >
is there sufficient shelter or sufficient safe land /access to materials, to construct new shelter? >
is competition for land likely to result in violence or even conflict? can mine action programmes provide a  >
solution?

Does the population have access to markets?  
What is the availability of commodities how  
are they priced?

are mines/eRW preventing people from travelling to markets in other villages to sell their surplus  >
production, or buy what they need?
are they able to exchange goods with other villages, or are routes blocked by mines/eRW? >
are people able to move freely between villages as they did before the conflict, or is movement restricted  >
by mines/eRW?
are market prices distorted because of restrictions due to suspected mine contamination? >

Has economic security been affected by 
contaminated agricultural land?  
is there a greater pressure to increase 
production? 

is agricultural land blocked by suspected contamination? >
are there safe areas that could be farmed with tool and seed support?  >
is there pressure for more agricultural land?  >
in areas where fruit is the crop, are trees and bushes contaminated by cluster munitions hanging from foliage? >
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WHat to asK (continued)
Has harvesting been affected? Did contamination caused during a brief, recent conflict prevent harvesting which could otherwise have  >

taken place immediately post conflict?
Will contamination prevent sowing  the next crop? >

Has cattle grazing/pasture been contaminated?  
Have nomad routes been impacted?

are nomads forced to use/pass through dangerous areas at certain times of the year?  >
are traditional pasture areas contaminated? >

is forced risk taking due to economic need 
putting people at risk?

are people entering dangerous areas to collect firewood, herbs, mushrooms or other commodities for  >
sale?
are people collecting and dealing in eRW as scrap metal? >
are people extracting and using explosives for fishing and construction? is this because they do not have  >
nets or suitable construction tools?

What is the situation of women and children? How many families have been left without a productive male head of household because of injury or  >
death? 
How are the families coping? >
are women or children forced to adopt dangerous behaviour in order to survive? >
are unsupervised children playing in contaminated areas? >
is livestock herding carried out by children? Does this take them through or into contaminated areas? are  >
there possible alternatives?
Have games or behaviour been evolved by children related to mines/eRW? if so do they help children to  >
live safely or are they dangerous?

What of infrastructure reconstruction? is there uXo or mine contamination in the ruins/rubble of destroyed shelter? >
Have efforts to reconnect electricity or reconnect water and gas been hindered by the presence of mines/eRW? >

tools such as seasonal calendars and village mapping are useful ways of understanding 
mine/erW impact. a village map drawn to show agricultural areas, grazing land, routes 
and water sources can then be used to overlay areas where villagers feel that there are 
mines/erW or where there have definitely been accidents. seasonal calendars can be 
used to understand whether mines/erW are a particular problem for instance in the 
spring (common in countries where there is snow and ice in winter) or at sowing or 
harvesting times.

example of a community mine/erw map

in the example above, the suspected contaminated area is marked on a hill. this is 
credible as hills are often used for military positions. this map should be cross-referenced 
with incident and other reports during interviews.
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the field assessments will provide the delegation with specific 
input in terms of who is affected, where and why. on the basis of 
this input, the delegation will need to determine what the 
desired humanitarian impact is, its strategy for intervention and 
the specific activities it should implement. 

as with all icrc involvement, the strategy for intervention will be based on a combination 
of five modes of action: persuasion, mobilization, denunciation, support and substitution 
(direct provision of services). persuasion and mobilization are the preferred modes of action 
when the icrc seeks to stop or prevent violations of international humanitarian law and to 
make the authorities aware of their responsibilities while urging them to meet the essential 
needs of the affected group. denunciation is reserved for exceptional cases. support and 
substitution are the preferred modes of action when it is necessary to help supply essential 
services or to take responsibility for them because the authorities are unable to do so.

the relevance of each mode of action must be assessed in terms of its potential impact on 
the population. an overall strategy must give each mode of action its proper weight, 
allowing it to change over time. delegations must, therefore, decide how best to combine 
and introduce different modes of action in order to optimize the impact of interventions. 
how various modes of action are combined, and the weight given to each, are determined 
by the importance and urgency of the problems identified, the types of needs, the expected 
impact and the current and potential responses from the authorities and other actors.

For instance, the delegation’s decision to apply assistance to provide interim solutions 
for communities impacted by contamination must be regarded within the overall 
context of needs. Weapon contamination is just another factor affecting household 
security, physical security, access to clean water, shelter or fuel. although mine action 
is not explicitly mentioned in the icrc’s assistance policy, it constitutes part of the 
assistance remit and the same approach applies. similarly, mine/erW-related protection 
concerns should be seen as an integral part of the delegation’s efforts to enhance the 
protection of the civilian population in accordance with the ppc Guidelines.

in the following, an overview will be given of some of the possible responses that the 
delegation should consider in order to address the identified problem. some activities 
have natural links to others, in line with the holistic approach the icrc delegation must 
adopt. this applies in particular to substitution activities aimed at reducing the 
immediate risk for a particular population (for instance the provision of firewood, water 
or other direct assistance), which should be combined with other modes of action such 
as persuasion aimed at ensuring a permanent solution to the problem. 

some of the issues that need to be considered will be indicated in the table below. it will also 
be suggested who in the delegation would normally be responsible for the implementation 
of the various activities, and other relevant delegation staff who should be involved. While 
some activities are standard icrc responses/interventions, but applied to a mine/erW-
problem (such as the various economic security, water and habitat risk-reduction 
activities), others are more specific to mine action. this applies in particular to risk 
education and data gathering as a separate activity. 
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4.1 
strategies for 
intervention



MoDes oF action
possiBle Responses consiDeRations/linKs to otHeR activities peRson/unit in cHaRge

peRsuasion
For general considerations see the protection of the civilian 

population (ppc) guidelines
Rappel de droit to remind all concerned of mine/
eRW-related obligations at outset of conflict. 

When relevant, could be linked to other activities targeting arms  >
carriers through Relations with the armed and security Forces 
(Fas) and/or public communication activities. 

protection delegate, head of delegation 
or his/her deputy (with legal (JuR), 
Fas, communication  and mine action 
delegates, regional coordination teams 
at headquarters (eRc). 

Representations to prevent or stop the illegal 
use of mines or other weapons, and/or limit the 
humanitarian consequences of the use of mines 
or other weapons through specific solutions.

could include representations regarding the use of illegal  >
weapons or otherwise lawful weapons in a way that is likely to 
have a disproportionate impact on civilians, such as the use of 
cluster munitions in proximity to civilians, the use of unmarked 
anti-vehicle mines, the use of air-dropped food packages that 
have the same colour and shape as cluster munitions dropped in 
any given area. 
–   could also include use of civilian porters forced to walk in front 

of military patrols to trigger mines, or forced displacement of 
civilians into contaminated areas.

 –   specific solutions may include marking/clearance of priority 
areas, sharing maps, preventing resettlement in contaminated 
areas, development of mine action legislation, etc.

could be linked to other activities targeting arms carriers through  >
Fas, and/or public communication activities to ensure coherence 
of messages.
could be done together with request for specific solutions, such as  >
marking/clearance.
could be combined with assistance or clearance activities or mine  >
risk education to reduce the immediate risk to the affected 
population.
could be combined with mobilization efforts to ensure funding/ >
support to clearance operators.
could be combined with support to national society data  >
gathering or community liaison activities to ensure a good picture 
of humanitarian priorities or to support  advocacy work on the 
use of specific weapons.

protection delegate, head of 
delegation or his/her deputy, Head of 
sub-delegation (with Fas, legal 
(JuR), economic security, Water and 
Habitat, cooperation, 
communication and Mine action 
delegates and in consultation with 
headquarters, as appropriate).

promote inclusion of mine/eRW provisions in 
humanitarian agreements between parties to a 
conflict.

could be linked to other activities targeting arms carriers through  >
Fas, and/or public communication activities.
could be linked to activities as a neutral intermediary (see below). >

protection delegate, head of 
delegation or his/her deputy, Head of 
sub-delegation (with Fas, JuR, 
communication and mine action 
delegates and in consultation with 
headquarters, as appropriate).

encourage clearance of areas considered to 
impact on the population.

could be linked to discussions on the role of the national society  >
in the national mine action plan or to advocacy on the ratification 
of weapon-related iHl.

protection delegate, delegation 
management.

suppoRt For general considerations see the ppc guidelines
act as a neutral intermediary to facilitate 
communication and information-sharing: e.g. 
maps of minefields, strike sites, munitions used 
etc.; or solve a specific, urgent mine-related 
problem by facilitating dialogue between the 
local population and an armed group that is 
using mines or other devices.

could be combined with more formal representations to remind  >
all concerned of the law or humanitarian consequences.
could be combined with support to national society data gathering  >
programmes or community liaison programmes to obtain a 
comprehensive picture of the humanitarian problems and priorities.
could be combined with assistance or clearance work to reduce  >
the immediate risk to the affected population.
could be combined with mobilization efforts to ensure funding/ >
support to demining actors.
could be linked to other activities targeting arms carriers through  >
Fas, and/or public communication activities.

protection delegate, head of 
delegation or his/her deputy, head of 
sub-delegation (with Fas, economic 
security, water and habitat, 
cooperation, communication and 
mine action delegates and in 
consultation with headquarters, as 
appropriate).

ensure mine/eRW-related concerns  are included 
in  support to official structures i.e.“structural 
support”.

this would in particular include Fas activities to support doctrine,  >
education and training. 
it could also include specific technical support to the national  >
mine action authorities.

Fas and protection delegates, with 
mine action delegate.

Mine action capacity-building of national  
society or other national entities.

see Book iii, chapter 2 for more details. > cooperation delegate, with mine 
action delegate and other technical 
delegates as appropriate.
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MoDes oF action (continued)
possiBle Responses consiDeRations/linKs to otHeR activities peRson/unit in cHaRge

suBstitution all the following activities could also be achieved through 
peRsuasion or suppoRt.

Food aid to vulnerable communities who enter 
dangerous areas to search for food.

combine with mine risk education to ensure awareness of safe/ >
dangerous areas.
combine with persuasion or mobilization of clearance to ensure  >
permanent solution.

economic security, with protection 
delegate, communication and mine 
action delegate, as appropriate.

provision of seeds and tools to reduce risk of 
entering dangerous areas or short-term 
assistance to those unable to harvest crops 
because of mine/eRW contamination.

in angola, peri-urban agriculture was introduced in towns where  >
agricultural land outside the town perimeter had been mined. 
economic security support to agricultural production within the 
towns reduced the need to go  into dangerous areas. 
Distribution of seeds or livestock projects in mine-contaminated  >
areas should be systematically avoided, unless safe areas have 
been delimitated in which people can farm and the necessary 
advice or materials have been given to allow them to do so. 

economic security, with protection, 
communication and mine action 
delegates as appropriate.

Micro-economic initiatives to reduce forced risk-
taking.

grants or vocational training could be used in order to minimize  >
the need to collect eRW as scrap metal, or for the production of 
nets to discourage the extraction of explosives for fishing, when 
nets are either too expensive or unavailable.
combine with mine risk education to ensure awareness of safe/ >
dangerous areas/behaviour.
combine with persuasion or mobilization of clearance work to  >
ensure permanent solution.

economic security, with protection 
delegate, communication and mine 
action delegates, as appropriate.

livestock support. initiate short-term livestock programmes where herds have been  >
decimated.
implement in conjunction with the identification of safe grazing  >
areas and prioritization for clearance through the mine action 
centre or national Mine action authority.

economic security, with protection 
delegate, communication and mine 
action delegates, as appropriate.

provision of fuel to reduce risk of entering 
dangerous areas to collect firewood, etc.

could include short-term supply of fuel for those forced to gather  >
it in mine/eRW-contaminated areas, or restoration of original safe 
fuel supply (e.g. gas system).
combine with risk education to ensure awareness of safe/ >
dangerous areas/behaviour.
combine with persuasion or mobilization of clearance work to  >
ensure permanent solution.

Water and habitat, with protection, 
communication and mine action 
delegates, as appropriate.

safe water sources where existing sources are 
mine/eRW-contaminated or access to them is 
blocked.

combine with risk education to ensure awareness of safe/ >
dangerous areas/behaviour.
combine with persuasion or mobilization of clearance work to  >
ensure permanent solution.

Water and habitat, with protection, 
communication and mine action 
delegates, as appropriate.

safe areas for children where there are no such 
areas.

safe areas for children living with a high mine/eRW threat could  >
be identified or if there are none, be created. this is especially 
useful in urban situations where there is extensive contamination.
combine with risk education to ensure awareness of safe/ >
dangerous areas/behaviour.
combine with persuasion or mobilization of clearance work to  >
ensure permanent solution.

Water and habitat, with protection, 
communication and mine action 
delegates, as appropriate.
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MoDes oF action (continued)
possiBle Responses consiDeRations/linKs to otHeR activities peRson/unit in cHaRge

suBstitution
all the following activities could also be achieved through 

peRsuasion or suppoRt.
construction of temporary health centres or 
other infrastructure if access to such 
infrastructure is blocked.

combine with risk education to ensure awareness of safe/ >
dangerous areas/behaviour.
combine with persuasion or mobilization of clearance work to  >
ensure permanent solution.

Water and habitat, health with 
protection, communication and mine 
action delegates, as appropriate.

Development of first-aid capacity in areas where 
people are dying because of lack of initial 
ttreatment for mine and eRW injuries.

normally implemented through ns capacity building. > cooperation, health, mine action 
delegate.

Mine risk education. See Risk education – Book III > Rapid response team, 
communication and/or mine action 
delegates.

incident data gathering as separate activity. See Incident data gathering – Book III > protection and/or mine action 
delegates.

survey and clearance. See Survey and clearance – Book III > Delegation management , mine 
action delegates, subject to regional 
coordination teams at headquarters 
(eRc) and the directorate of 
operations (op/DiR).

MoBiliZation
generate third party support to ensure results of 
representations described above.

Depending on the results of bilateral representations, possibly  >
envisage influencing authorities/arms carriers by creating interest 
and support among other actors such as governments, 
organizations, civil society etc. 
For instance, donor governments or organizations involved in a  >
resettlement process could be mobilized if organized 
resettlement or repatriation take place to areas which are not 
cleared of mines/eRW.

protection delegate, head of 
delegation or his/her deputy, in 
consultation with headquarters, as 
appropriate.

Mobilize clearance for impacted areas. could be linked to advocacy on weapons related iHl or to capacity  >
building of national authorities.see Book III.

protection, delegation management

public communication. For instance press releases, interviews, etc. to focus on the  >
humanitarian concerns and remind all concerned of the law 
(without denouncing those responsible for the violations) as a 
way to support the achievement of objectives.

Head of delegation or his/her deputy 
with protection and communication 
delegates, in consultation with 
headquarters, as appropriate.

Denunciation
Denunciation related to violations. in exceptional cases, the delegation may take steps to denounce  >

those responsible for violations in accordance with Doctrine 15.
under authority of headquarters. 
head of delegation or his/her deputy, 
legal, communication delegates.
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as seen in 4.1, the icrc can use a range of different strategies for intervention to reduce 
the impact of weapon contamination. owning to the transversal nature of the issue, it 
is often not appropriate to have specific mine action objectives. Weapon contamination 
is just another factor contributing to vulnerability, and mine action elements will 
therefore be included throughout the planning for results (pfr) target populations and 
objectives. 

target populations

Which target population(s) are the most relevant will depend on the particular problems 
identified, the target population’s relationship to the problem, and its capacity and 
commitment. analytical tools such as stakeholder analyses could be used to help 
determine the relevance of the possible target populations. possible target populations 
for reducing the impact of weapon contamination are in general:
> the vulnerable population itself: for instance as regards distribution of water, 

firewood, seeds or any other risk reduction or risk education activities where the 
icrc intervenes directly vis-à-vis the identified vulnerable group;

> the political authorities: e.g. persuasion of the authorities to ensure respect for 
weapons-related ihl obligations, or structural support and advice to national 
mine action authorities;

> the arms carriers: for instance dialogue with the armed forces or other weapons 
bearers regarding ihl-obligations or humanitarian consequences of mines/erW, 
or structural support to the armed forces to enhance the integration of relevant 
law into doctrine, education and training;

> national societies: capacity-building of the national society to ensure 
sustainable data gathering, risk reduction or risk education programmes, and/or;

> groups of civil society: could be relevant if for instance working with the media 
or other parts of civil society is a particularly important element of the awareness 
and safety activities.

 
objectives

the icrc defines different levels of objectives, which correspond to different levels of 
results.  icrc resources are channelled into activities, which produce a particular output 
at the level of the specific objective (so).  this output then leads to a particular 
outcome at the level of the General objective (Go). this outcome, in turn, may 
contribute to the realisation of a particular impact at the level of the humanitarian 
desired impact (hdi). 
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4.2 
objectives 



at all times and in all cases objectives need to be sMart: 
> specific, i.e. distinct and precisely defined
> Measurable, i.e. include quantitative and/or qualitative elements
> achievable, i.e. realistically attainable
> relevant to identified needs
> time-bound, i.e. when will the objective be achieved.

this handbook does not go into the details of how to write sMart objectives. however, 
possible objective elements, and ideas for relevant indicators that could be used for 
programme monitoring, are outlined under 4.3.

depending on the problem identified, the Gos and sos may be specifically related to 
the mine/erW issue, or they may address the mine/erW issue together with other 
assistance or protection concerns.

For instance, returnees entering a mined forest to collect firewood could result in an 
economic security intervention, perhaps combined with risk education, whilst there 
may also be protection concerns linked to resettlement into dangerous areas. this 
means that three explicitly interrelated objectives could be defined, based on one 
common strategy.

Internal coordination
depending on the problem identified, it is necessary to develop a holistic strategy 
integrating different programme dimensions and objectives, and ensure a coordinated 
implementation of actions pertaining to these different programmes. complementary 
and interrelated objectives must be set through systematic consultation, and roles, 
responsibilities and overall coordination within the delegation must be defined.
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actIvItIes

output

outcome

Impact

produce

leads to

contributes to

if planned activities are implemented, intended products and services will 
be delivered to the target population.

if delivered products and services are consumed, then 
the target population will benefit in a certain way.

if these benefits to the target 
population are achieved, then 
positive changes in organizations, 
communities or systems might 
occur.



Weapon contamination issues may also have regional dimensions related to refugees. 
in such cases, consultations must involve neighbouring or other delegations concerned, 
and objectives may be proposed for integration into this particular delegation’s pfr.

depending on the nature and scope of the problem and the approach chosen (e.g. 
how many different departments are involved in the delegation’s response in one way 
or another), it may be necessary to have a focal point for weapon contamination. the 
focal point will be responsible for:
> ensuring that relevant information is collected, centralized, analysed, shared and 

acted upon;
> ensuring clarity in roles and responsibilities and that this is reflected through the 

planning process (e.g. objectives and time-reporting);
> establishing internal coordination mechanisms;
> maintaining contacts with external mine action interlocutors;
> providing guidance and support to the personnel involved, and;
> facilitating training and appropriate procedures related to staff safety.

in contexts without a mine action delegate, this focal point function could be taken on 
by the head or deputy head of delegation or it can be delegated to the field coordinator, 
or protection, assistance or cooperation staff, depending on the nature of the 
response. 
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once objectives and strategies have been agreed upon, implementation can begin. 
every stage of the implementation of a programme has to be systematically monitored. 
the monitoring aims to provide regular information on the achievement of results at 
the output and outcome levels and if possible at the impact level.

this monitoring system should be based on a set of qualitative and quantitative 
indicators, defined in light of the given context and the set objectives. some indicators 
must be charted against a set of baseline information in order to be meaningful. in the 
case of a capacity-building programme, the data will refer to capabilities and the degree 
to which they have been strengthened. the implementation of emergency 
programmes (“rapid response”) will normally take place in a context where anything 
other than a rapid survey is impractical. this means that a range of generic indicators 
should be considered as part of emergency preparedness. in the case of activities that 
seek to reduce impact through increasing awareness and changing behaviour in 
communities, “knowledge attitude, practice” (kap) surveys must be implemented 
throughout the project life cycle and results compared. this can give an indication of 
changes in knowledge, attitude and behaviour. 

Impact

indicators of output and outcome may not say much about the impact of an 
intervention. the number of posters disseminated or the number of people attending 
awareness presentations gives no indication of the impact on beneficiaries. the same 
is true of mine and other explosive remnants of war (erW) clearance – 1,000 square 
metres cleared in unproductive desert may have no impact, while 100 square metres 
of agricultural land cleared adjacent to a village which idps are returning to may have 
an enormous impact. clearing even 10 square metres of land can make a difference if 
it re-opens access to a well, for instance. 

therefore assessing impact often needs more in-depth processes such as studies, 
reviews or evaluations. such processes may also allow for assessing how achieved 
outcomes contributed to the impact, such as fluctuations in incident rates or patterns, 
which can be influenced by many other factors.

For such processes, early assessments, carried out by components of the Movement, 
will provide a useful baseline of information against which delegation activities can be 
evaluated. returning to a number of these communities weeks or months afterwards 
should enable a meaningful judgement to be made as to the effectiveness of the 
interventions by asking the following questions:
> are community members still engaging in risk-taking? 
>  if so, who is interacting with mines or erW and why? 
>  if not, is this the result of the icrc’s intervention or have other factors contributed 

to risk reduction?

thus, a comparative review of risk-taking set against the original assessment can clearly 
identify whether the activities implemented have achieved their objective.  
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4.3 
monitoring



 
weapon contamination impact indicators

in the following, possible indicators for how to assess the results of the various icrc 
interventions related to weapon contamination are outlined. this is not an exhaustive 
list, but is aimed at giving ideas for indicators that could be considered in light of:
> who the most relevant target populations are, and 
> what the humanitarian desired impact and objectives normally would be focused 

on for that general target population. 

civilian population
humanitarian desired impact: mine/erW accidents are reduced/have ended, people 
have access to land, water and other essential services, children have a safe area to play 
in, and victims receive the necessary long-term assistance and support.

tYpe oF inteRvention / oBJectives saMples FoR DRaFting inDicatoRs

increased awareness of a specific 
vulnerable population (in terms of 
location, age, gender, occupation 
etc.)

Reduction of incident rate amongst vulnerable population is observed. >
if awareness is carried out in a refugee/iDp camp, what percentage of the network developed there is then followed  >
up and utilized thereafter in the country of return? 
What percentage of awareness was linked to concrete measures as part of a more comprehensive risk reduction  >
approach? if stand alone awareness continues the rationale should be rigorously questioned.

please note: 
the estimated number of people reached is an indication of how much mine awareness work has been done, but no  >
indication of its impact in terms of people’s behaviour.
even if it can be shown through a succession of Kap surveys that knowledge, attitude and practice have changed, it is  >
still very difficult to measure the  impact of awareness alone as often many other factors (seasonal, climactic, mine 
clearance, political) can also influence impact. 

incident data is systematically 
gathered, analysed and used 
operationally

the right data is gathered according to the way in which it will be used. >
the surveillance network is sufficiently wide, both geographically and in terms of population. >
the surveillance network wherever possible uses existing grassroots networks. >
an effective management and monitoring system is in place anD functioning. >
an effective quality assurance regime is in place anD demonstrably implemented. >
analysis of data is accurate, appropriate, available anD used. >
Data is shared externally wherever possible. >

Mine/eRW clearance in affected 
areas

Mines/eRW are successfully removed and the cleared land handed over to the community. >
the community trusts the clearance and uses the land, possibly with support in the form of tools, seeds, livestock,  >
irrigation, etc.
no further incidents occur on the cleared land. >

provision of water/fuel/seeds/ grants 
etc. to vulnerable target populations 
in specific areas

there is a significant reduction of accidents amongst target beneficiaries. >
Measurable improvements in nutrition, health, household economic security and/or, perceived increase in safety,  >
and a normalization of market economy are observed.
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political authorities
humanitarian desired impact: the state recognizes the importance of ihl, understands 
and takes on its responsibilities to adopt concrete measures to strengthen ihl, adheres 
to ihl instruments, takes national measures in order to ensure their implementation, 
takes into consideration ihl and icrc humanitarian concerns in its national and 
international political actions.

tYpe oF inteRvention /oBJectives saMples FoR DRaFting inDicatoRs

party to the main iHl instruments, 
measures taken to implement them 

ottawa convention, ccW protocol v, ccW amended protocol ii are ratified. >
national action plan for implementation is developed. >
Relevant national legal and administrative measures are taken (e.g. adoption of criminal legislation, issuing  >
administrative instructions to the armed forces, development of national mine action plan).

awareness of need to comply with 
obligations 

Measures taken by authorities are in line with icRc recommendations: e.g. mines/cluster munitions are not used,  >
dangerous areas are marked/cleared, strike information is recorded and made available, passed on to those in charge 
of mine action, and used to direct clearance operations.

clearance of affected areas according 
to humanitarian priorities

Mines/eRW are successfully removed and the cleared land handed over to the community. >
the community trusts the clearance and uses the land, possibly with outside support in the form of tools, seeds,  >
livestock, irrigation, etc.
no further incidents on the cleared land occur. >

structural support to ensure 
planning of mine action activities 
according to humanitarian priorities

existence of national mine action plan which builds on needs identified by communities. >
implementation of plan at national and provincial levels. >
existence of management, monitoring and training tools.  >
existence of plan for how to use management and monitoring tools/mechanisms which is agreed upon with  >
operators.
existence of functioning information-gathering structure. >
existence of coordination structures involving actors concerned. >

national society
humanitarian desired impact: the national society (ns) is able to play a strong and 
appropriate role in national mine action, assuring  relevance and sustainability in 
conjunction with relevant national authorities and other actors.

tYpe oF inteRvention /oBJectives saMples FoR DRaFting inDicatoRs

ownership:
enhanced recognition of ownership 
among the management and staff of 
the national society

the ns is better able to take initiatives in the development of mine action activities. >
the statutes of the ns reflect the commitment to carry out and sustain mine action activities. >
ns leadership at all levels has knowledge of and commitment to mine action. >
Mine action activities, both at HQ and branch levels, are included in the ns strategic plan. >
the ns has formulated and applied a policy for mine action. >
the ns has integrated mine/eRW considerations into overall planning. >

structures and organization:
the national society has developed 
and maintained appropriate 
structures both at headquarters (HQ) 
and branch levels to implement 
effective mine action activities 

the national society has the human, 
financial and material resources to 
efficiently coordinate mine action 
activities

there is a well established capability at HQ level which is appropriately resourced and supported. >
all staff and volunteers involved in mine action have job descriptions. >
an efficient mechanism for information sharing among the HQ and the branches and the branches themselves, has  >
been established.
Mine action activities and objectives are known at all levels of the ns. >
the ns has the ability to train people involved in mine action to an appropriate level. >
the ns has developed an efficient fundraising network. >
strong transversal cooperation is assured and mine action is integrated into other ns activities where appropriate  >
in areas affected by mine/eRW contamination. 
the ns has appropriate strategies to retain existing volunteers and encourage the involvement of new ones,  >
whenever possible involving people affected by mine/eRW contamination.  
the ns has developed a mechanism for feedback, monitoring and evaluation of activities, assuring regular  >
reassessment and development of activities as appropriate. 
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tYpe oF inteRvention /oBJectives saMples FoR DRaFting inDicatoRs
tYpe oF inteRvention /oBJectives saMples FoR DRaFting inDicatoRs (continued)
competences:
the national society has an 
appropriate number of staff and 
volunteers trained and able to 
implement effective mine action 
activities
  
the competencies developed include 
security considerations

Wherever possible, mine action activities are implemented through existing ns networks such as first aid and  >
tracing.
elements of the safer access Framework are systematically integrated into the training curriculum of all the staff  >
and volunteers.
an up-to-date register of all the trained and active volunteers is kept. >
training takes into consideration the need to keep mine action activities appropriate and in line with community  >
needs. 
Branches are capable of collecting relevant information about incidents and affected areas. >
the national coordinator and persons responsible for mine action at branch level have the relevant public relations  >
skills towards media and other actors.
the ns has the ability to plan, monitor and review service needs, activities and expenditures, both at HQ and  >
branch levels. 
Recruitment of volunteers and staff in respect of the gender and minority issues is implemented. >

Relationships:
the national society role in mine 
action activities for the civilian 
population  is accepted and supported 
by the national authorities

the general public has a clear 
understanding of the role of the 
national society in mine action

the national society can count on the 
cooperation with the members of the 
Movement and other international 
humanitarian actors in case of need

local authorities support the national society’s collection of information on mine incidents where they are carried  >
out as part of national mine action strategy or to inform ns activities.
the ns systematically shares information and cooperates with other mine action actors, national and international,  >
on a regular basis and ensures a coherence of efforts. 
the ns establishes relationships with relevant organizations involved in programmes and issues related to mine  >
action (psychological and social support to mine victims).
the role of the ns in promoting mine action is well understood and accepted by the society (independence,  >
impartiality and neutrality).
Where appropriate the ns responds to clearance requests from affected communities, through formal links with  >
the national mine action authority and local clearance capacities.
the ns has develops a network internationally with other national societies, with the intent to share knowledge,  >
experiences and tools for mine action activities.

tools and working resources:
the national society has adequate 
tools, material and funding to 
perform its mine action activities

the ns conducts regular performance monitoring and a yearly review of the programme. >
the ns’s accountability in mine action programme management has improved and includes reporting,  >
administrative and financial management procedures for the use of resources.
the ns has developed and centralized a system to collect and maintain information,  and monitor, review and  >
report on the progress of the programmes.
the ns has good fundraising capacities and the ability to find donors and supporters. >
the ns has improved its communication system, and ensures a rapid and reliable flow of information between the  >
branches and the HQ and the branches themselves.
a mine database is maintained at HQ with information provided via the branches, with a mine database standard  >
form.
incident data is shared with the national mine action authority and subject to an Mou. >
the ns has established systems and procedures to motivate and compensate volunteers for their work in mine  >
action activities.
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glossary of abbreviations

apM  anti-personnel mine
avM  anti-vehicle mine
aXo  abandoned explosive ordnance
bac  battle area clearance
bcpr  bureau for crisis prevention and recovery
ccW  united nations convention on certain conventional Weapons (1980)
cdc  center for disease control and prevention
cta  chief technical adviser
dca  danish church aid
dda department of disarmament affairs
ddG  danish demining Group
dpko  department of peacekeeping operations (united nations)
du  depleted uranium
ecosec  icrc economic security unit
els  european landmine solutions
eod  explosive ordnance disposal
erc  icrc regional coordination team
erW  explosive remnants of war
Fao  Food and agriculture organisation
Fas  relations with armed and security Forces
FGd Focus group discussion
Fsd  swiss Foundation for Mine action
Gichd  Geneva international centre for humanitarian demining
Gis  Geographic information system
Gps  Global positioning system
halo trust hazardous areas life-support organization
hi  handicap international
iac  international armed conflict
iacG-Ma  un inter-agency coordination Group on Mine action
icbl  international campaign to ban landmines
icrc international committee of the red cross
idF  israeli defense Force
idp internally displaced person
ied  improvised explosive device
ihl  international humanitarian law
iMas  international Mine action standards
iMsMa information Management system for Mine action
kap  knowledge, attitude, practice
lis  landmine impact survey
lsp  landmine and erW safety project
Mac  Mine action centre
Macc  Mine action coordination centre
Mact  Mine action coordination team
MaG  Mines advisory Group
Maic  Mine action information center
MasG  Mine action support Group
Mat  Mines awareness trust
Mdd  mine detection dog



Mou  Memorandum of understanding
Mre  mine risk education
nato  north atlantic treaty organization
nGo  non-governmental organization
niac  non-international armed conflict
nMaa  national Mine action authority
npa  norwegian people’s aid
nsa  non state actor
ocha  office for the coordination of humanitarian affairs
ohchr  office of the high commissioner for human rights
osaGi  office of the special adviser on Gender issues
pns  participating national society
ppc  protection of the civilian population
pra  participatory rapid appraisal
re risk education
rpG  rocket propelled grenade
rr risk reduction
rra  rapid rural appraisal
rrp  rapid response plan
sac  survey action center
salW  small arms and light weapons
scMa  steering committee on Mine action
sop  standing operating procedure
srsa  swedish rescue services agency
sWedec  swedish explosive ordnance disposal and demining centre
sWG  survey Working Group
ta  technical adviser
un  united nations
unct  united nation country team
undp  united nations development programme
unhcr  office of the united nations high commissioner for refugees
uniceF  united nations children’s Fund
unMapa  united nations Mine action programme afghanistan 
unMas  united nations Mine action service
unops  united nations office for project services
us  united states of america
uXo  unexploded ordnance
vvaF  vietnam veterans of america Foundation
Wathab  icrc Water and habitat unit
WFp  World Food programme
Who  World health organization
Wp  White phosphorus
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1

This book provides an overview of the ICRC’s role in different weapon 
contamination contexts, and guidance on how to assess the needs and develop 
appropriate strategies and objectives

book II:  PLANNING, IMPLEMENTING  
ANd MoNIToRING ACTIvITIEs
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The International Committee of the Red Cross is an impartial, neutral and independent 
organization whose exclusively humanitarian mission is to protect the lives and dignity 
of victims of war and internal violence and to provide them with assistance. It directs 
and coordinates the international relief activities conducted by the Movement in 
situations of conflict. It also endeavours to prevent suffering by promoting and 
strengthening humanitarian law and universal humanitarian principles. Established in 
1863, the ICRC is at the origin of the International Red Cross and Red Crescent 
Movement.
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